ABSTRACT Photon or photoelectron counting error (bit error) rates are determined for single-bit and multi-bit quanta image sensors (QISs). The results are also applicable to CMOS image sensors with deep sub-electron read noise. The effects of read noise, gain variation, and quanta exposure level on the counting errors (bit errors) in a QIS device are investigated. The interaction of these factors yields complex behavior of the counting error rate. Still, photon-counting is predicted to be remarkably accurate for quanta exposures greater than unity despite read noise and conversion-gain variation, and accurate at very low-light levels if the read noise is less than 0.15e-r.m.s.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Quanta Image Sensor (QIS) is a CMOS image sensor containing a large number of specialized sub-diffractionlimit-sized pixels with deep sub-electron read noise (less than 0.5e-r.m.s.) that allows photoelectron counting (or photon counting if quantum efficiency is sufficiently high.) The specialized pixel is referred to as a jot, and the output of multiple jots are combined to create a gray-scale image pixel. The full-well capacity of the jots is typically small, less than a few hundred electrons, due to a combination of small storage-well capacity, high conversion gain, low voltage operation, and limited analog-to-digital converter (ADC) bit depth. The QIS concept, first introduced in 2005 [1] , [2] , has evolved from single-bit operation to also include multibit operation. Imaging performance of the QIS has been analyzed for signal and noise as a function of quanta exposure H, the average number of photoelectrons, as well as for high dynamic range operation due to the QIS' inherent non-linearity as H approaches the full-well capacity of the sensor [3] , [4] .
Significant progress has been made towards the practical implementation of a QIS for both the jot device and readout electronics. A pump-gate jot was fabricated in a 65nm commercial CMOS image sensor (CIS) backsideilluminated (BSI) process with 1.4µm jot pitch, and shown to exhibit deep sub-electron read noise as low as 0.22e-r.m.s. with conversion gain (CG) as high as 423µV/e-. The pump-gate jot exhibited photoelectron-counting capability with reasonable accuracy without the use of avalanche gain or low-temperature multiple-sample operation [5] - [7] . A 1Mpixel 1000fps binary image sensor was demonstrated with total power dissipation of less than 20mW including pads, and a figure of merit of 2.5pJ/bit [8] . A combination of the deep-sub-electron jot with low-power, high-speed readout has not yet been demonstrated but no significant hurdles for successful implementation are believed to remain.
In the pump-gate jot test devices, CG variation (standard deviation normalized to the mean) of the order of 2-3% was observed. CG variation is a form of photo-response non-uniformity (PRNU) that arises from the sense node capacitance of the jot. Variation in ADC quantizer thresholds in the multi-bit QIS can potentially result in a similar effect. PRNU in state-of-the-art CMOS image sensors is less than 2%, and it is likely that through product engineering, CG variation in jot devices will also drop below the 2% range. However, the observed CG variation raised questions about the relationship between CG variation and photon-counting errors, which is similar to issues of PRNU in conventional CIS. However, for PRNU in consumer applications, it is the visual aesthetics that are of concern, whereas for quantitative photon-counting applications, analysis of count error rates as a function of operating conditions and device parameters such as CG variation and read noise is important for understanding and predicting instrument performance.
In this paper, photoelectron (or photon) counting error rates are assessed as a function of read noise, conversion gain variation and quanta exposure. Other sources of error including dark count rate (a.k.a. dark current), optical crosstalk including color information, and electronic crosstalk, are not considered here. The results provide a means for assessing the accuracy of QIS-based photon-counting instrumentation and systems in the future, and will help guide their development, as well as inform future investigators about the performance accuracy of such systems. The results are also applicable to other emerging deep sub-electron read noise image sensors intended for photon-counting applications (e.g., [9] and [10] ).
II. READOUT VOLTAGE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
In the QIS, the voltage that is readout from the pixels or jots contains information about the number of collected electrons and the conversion gain of the jot. The number of electrons depends on the number of incident photons, the quantum efficiency, and carrier collection efficiency, among other factors. There is a natural fluctuation in the number of incident photons, carrier generation rate and carrier collection efficiency resulting in a fluctuation in readout voltage from readout to readout of the same jot for the same average photon flux. The net fluctuation or "shot noise" is well-described by Poisson statistics.
Voltage-referred noise is also added during the readout process. This could come from avalanche-gain variation in avalanche-based devices such as single-photon avalanche detectors (SPADs), or from current variations in the in-pixel readout transistor, often a source-follower MOSFET. The latter noise is typically dominated by 1/f noise and thermal noise not fully removed by noise-shaping during the correlated double-sampling readout process [11] . Additional noise may arise in downstream electronics and analog-todigital conversion, but with enough voltage gain early in the signal chain, these noise sources are often inconsequential.
When imaging a static scene with a QIS jot, the device receives an average of H photoelectrons during the integration period. The probabilities P[k] of receiving k photoelectrons are given by the Poisson probability mass function:
During readout, the photoelectron signal from the jot is both converted to a voltage and corrupted by noise. Let CG be the conversion gain (V/e-) for the jot and let the uncorrupted voltage signal from the jot be given by V sig = CG · k. It is convenient to normalize the voltage signal to electrons, so let the normalized uncorrupted signal U sig be defined by:
Thus, the value of U sig ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3 etc.} depends on the number of photoelectrons read out, and is also referred to as the electron number. The probability that the electron number U sig is equal to k is given by P[k] from Eq. 1. In the absence of read noise, the uncorrupted readout voltage probability density function (ROVPDF) for reading out signal U sig from the jot, P[U sig ], is a series of Dirac delta functions:
Let the additive r.m.s. voltage noise after conversion and before analog-to-digital quantization (e.g., source-follower 1/f and thermal noise) be given by v n . Let the normalized noise u n be defined by:
If the read noise is described by a normal distribution, then the component PDF P [U] for reading the corrupted signal U is given by:
For a given quanta exposure, the ROVPDF depends both on the probability of collecting k photoelectrons and on the read noise, and is given by:
Essentially, the ROVPDF is a convolution of the Poisson distribution for quanta exposure H (Eq. 3) and a normal distribution with read noise u n (Eq. 5) and the result is a sum of constituent PDF components, one for each possible value of k and weighted by the Poisson probability for that k. An example comparing the ROVPDF to an experimental photoncounting histogram (PCH) is shown in Fig. 1 (obtained like those shown in [6] and [7] ) and generally good agreement has been found between this model and experiments. The peak spacing reflects electron quantization and can be used to determine conversion gain. The distribution and amplitude of peaks reflects the Poisson distribution, and the valleyto-peak modulation (VPM) of the experimental histogram can be used to determine read noise for the device under test [6] , [7] , [12] . In a practical implementation of a QIS, conversion gain may vary from jot to jot due to variations in sense node capacitance, in turn due to random variations in feature dimensions or implant concentrations. In the case of a QIS using pump-gate jots or related devices, conversion gain variation comes from variation of the capacitance of the floating diffusion node, with voltage noise subsequently added by the source-follower transistor. In this case, the voltage noise V n is generally independent of variation in CG [7] . In other photodetector devices the voltage noise V n may be a function of CG and electron number k.
If there is a jot with a different conversion gain CG = CG + CG, there is a shift in the peak positions of the ROVPDF. The ROVPDF of Eq. 6 becomes:
where γ CG/CG 1. Consider an ensemble of jots (e.g., the jots in a QIS array) that has a mean conversion gain CG and CG variance σ 2
CG
where σ CG /CG 1. If each jot receives k photoelectrons, the jots have a mean signalV sig = CG · k, and the ROVPDF for the ensemble without read noise is given by:
and in terms of the normalized readout voltage U,
where σ CG /CG is a fraction similar to γ above.
To include the effects of CG variation on the ROVPDF of Eq. 6, we must convolve the two distributions. This leads to the combined ROVPDF:
where
and σ k can be considered a combination of temporal read noise and PRNU "noise", the latter of which is dependent on the electron number k. For example, a 5% CG variation will lead to PRNU noise comparable to 0.30e-r.m.s. read noise for k=6e-. An example of the combined ROVPDF is shown in Fig. 2 , along with the component PDFs. The increasing width of the component PDFs with electron number due to CG variation results in reduced ROVPDF valley-peak modulation with electron number, to the point where the peaks nearly vanish at higher electron numbers in this example. Similar PCH features have been observed in SPAD devices [13] , [14] and perhaps CG variation (avalanche gain variation) is a factor in those cases [15] . It can also be observed that using peak heights alone could lead to an erroneous estimation of the quanta exposure. From the ROVPDF peak heights seen in Fig 2, which reflect the Poisson distribution, one might underestimate the quanta exposure H to be 4.4 rather than 5.0 due to the distortion in peak heights. Quanta exposure calculated using the full distribution yields the proper value of H = 5.0. The VPM technique, when applied to Fig. 2 
III. COUNTS IN BINS
In an n-bit multi-bit QIS, the jot signal is quantized by an n-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with 2 n quantization levels, where each count of the converter corresponds to one electron. Thus, a 3b QIS would have 8 quantization levels corresponding to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 electrons, and would saturate at 7e-digital output for higher signal levels.
To quantize these values, the ADC would divide the signal voltage range into 8 bins with 7 bin boundaries at electron numbers of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, up to 6.5e-(e.g., solid vertical lines of Fig. 1 ). We label these bins with bin numbers N ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The bin number N is also referred to as the electron number. 1 Ideally, a signal corresponding to k electrons would result in a count in bin N=k. However, due to noise, there is a probability that a signal of k electrons is quantized as a count in bin N<k or N>k. The probability of misquantization can be visualized using the ROVPDF as shown in Fig. 3 , which shows the constituent PDF elements of the ROVPDF. These are the k=4, k=5 and k=6 PDFs broadened by the noise σ k . Some of the k=5 PDF spills into adjacent bins N=4 and N=6, reducing the count in bin N=5 due to the k=5 PDF (false negatives) and increasing the count in the adjacent bins (false positives for those bins). Similarly, the count in bin N=5 is increased by "contamination" from the k=4 and k=6 PDFs. The false positive contamination that causes count error in the bin depends on the noise σ k , which in turn depends on k, as well as the amplitudes of the constituent distributions that are determined by the quanta exposure and electron number.
Henceforth, the count in a bin is defined as the integral of the ROVPDF within the bin boundaries, so that the total count, as an unweighted sum from all bins, is unity. The ideal count in bin N is given by P[N], the Poisson probability mass function value for k=N. The expected count of a bin in practice would be the count calculated here multiplied by the total number of signal samples taken. To count the number of electrons, one takes a sum of the count in each bin, weighted by the bin number N (see Eq. 18).
To calculate the error, it is useful to calculate the integral (a, b) of a normal distribution P[x] with meanx and variance σ 2 , over the range (a<x<b) as:
The count contribution to bin N, with boundaries N − to N + 1 2 , from the PDF corresponding to electron number k, is thus
1. The number of photoelectrons, k, and its associated voltage signal U sig , are "internal" QIS values, and the bin electron number N is a measured signal from quantizer in the QIS.
And the total count C N in bin N from all constituent PDFs is given by:
For σ k 0.50e-r.m.s., only adjacent constituent PDFs need be considered since other addends are insignificant.
The counts in bin 0 and in the last bin N L =2 n -1, are calculated slightly differently. Bin 0 includes all contributions below the boundary at electron number 0.5 and we must use (−∞, b) yielding
Likewise, for the last bin N L we must use (a, +∞) yielding
The total number of photoelectrons counted in each bin, N TOT , is just
In practice, the readout of a multibit jot yields just one ADC value, ranging from 0 to 2 n -1. Only when many jots are read out, either from different spatial locations different fields, or some combination, can a histogram or ROVPDF be formed, and the "noise" in the experimental data histogram is only smoothed when thousands of read out jots are included, as was the case for the histogram shown in Fig. 1 .
IV. COUNTING ERRORS
In the context of photon counting or photoelectron counting, a definition of a count error is needed. A count error is an error in the expected value of the count in a bin, or of the total number of electrons counted by one jot over many integration periods, or of the total electrons counted by an ensemble of jots, or some combination of the three.
Bin errors are the easiest to quantify. As stated earlier, the ideal count in a bin should be the Poisson probability mass function value for the electron count corresponding to that bin number. For example, for H=5, the count in bin N=5 should be approximately 17.55% of the total number of signals measured. If we sampled a steady illumination 200,000 times with a single jot, the readout of that jot ideally would yield 5 electrons (a count in bin 5) for 35,100 of the readouts, with lower counts for the other bins (except bin 4 which should yield the same result as bin 5 in this case). In fact, the exposure H might be determined from just the relative count values of a few bins. (This is not the same as determining H from relative peak values of the PCH [12] .) The difference between the expected count determined by read noise and/or PRNU noise and the ideal count in a particular bin, is an error. When the error is normalized by the ideal count, we call this the Poisson error rate (PER).
Note that this rate metric can yield large values when C N and P [N] are both small and, in reality, inconsequential.
Alternatively, one can use a more classical bit (or bin) error rate (BER) definition, where errors are the contributions to bin N that do not originate from the k=N PDF, normalized by the ideal count. These are false positive counts. Subtracting the k=N term from Eq. 14 yields:
or
This rate metric has similar limitations as Eq. 19, where the BER may be artificially high, but if the actual count is close to zero, the BER is inconsequential for photoncounting applications. One might also consider including false-negative contributions, that is, counts from the k=N PDF that fall outside bin N. Strictly speaking these are also errors, but are already accounted for as false positives in adjacent bins.
One might also consider the total error rate for all bins.
For example, for a single-bit QIS, and considering contamination only from adjacent distributions, one obtains the single-bit BER T :
This is plotted in Fig. 4 . The single-bit BER T assessed in [3] did not include the effect of the Poisson distribution, and is thus only valid for H 0.1.
The total error rate can include positive and negative contributions that partially cancel each other out, leading to a lower total error rate than that in the individual bins.
One issue with the total error rate calculation comes from the count in the last bin, N L =2 n -1. This bin includes counts in "larger" bins since the n-bit quantizer saturates at this level, which leads to the non-linear compressive behavior of the single-bit and multi-bit QIS at higher exposures. Thus, relative to the ideal Poisson count, the total error rate climbs to 100% as the non-linear behavior grows.
Of related interest is the count error rate for the case of a single jot with conversion gain variation as described by the ROVPDF of Eq. 7. In this case, the shift in the ROVPDF peak position increases the contamination of constituent PDFs in forward neighboring bins (for positive γ ). This is particularly acute in the vicinity of
where the shift moves a constituent PDF peak to the edge of the bin and causes significant dips in C N . Assuming adjacent bin contamination only (u n 0.5), the total error rate for a single jot with conversion gain variation γ can be expressed as:
Example calculations of the error rate were shown in [7] . Another example of BER and PER as a function of bin number N or electron number k are shown in Fig. 5 for read noise of 0.15e-r.m.s., quanta exposure level H=5 and different conversion gain variations. Also shown is a constant 5% error rate for reference. PER is generally lower than BER since some positive and negative counting errors can cancel. The absolute value of PER is plotted, and the dips reflect PER sign changes.
While interesting to contemplate, numerical calculation of these bin-wise and total PERs and BERs for a variety of conditions has, regrettably, led to little insight into the performance capability of the QIS.
V. EFFECT OF COUNTING ERRORS ON THE RESPONSE CURVE
For most anticipated QIS applications, an ensemble of jots will be read out, and the number of photoelectrons collected 140 VOLUME 4, NO. 3, MAY 2016 for each of the jots will be measured using an on-chip quantizer (ADC). The measured quantities will be subject to "shot noise" as a manifestation of the Poisson statistics, but assuming the jots are all subject to the same quanta exposure H, there will be a measurement of the mean that should be equal to the theoretical response curves calculated in [3] . These results reflect the performance of an ideal QIS, with no read noise, uniform jot performance, perfect quantizer, etc. The expected response of the ideal QIS (e.g., the average response of a large ensemble of jots and n-bit quantizer) is an S-shaped D-log H curve, like that of photographic film [2] , [3] . The response for low quanta exposures (H<0.1 for single bit QIS, H<1 for multi-bit QIS) is quite linear, with increased non-linearity for increasing quanta exposure asymptotically reaching the full well capacity of 2 n -1, as limited by the quantizer bit depth. The extent of the non-linear region is reduced with increasing bit depth [3] , [4] .
The response of the QIS was calculated using the expected count in each bin from Eqs. 14-17, as shown in Fig. 6 for various read noise levels and bit-depths, but with no conversion gain variation. For low quanta exposures, such as those important for many scientific applications, the impact of 0.15e-r.m.s. read noise is minimal, at least for H down to 0.01, but increases with noise. In this low light region most counts are zero with few true positive counts as reflected by H. However, with increasing noise, the chance that the absence of a photoelectron, when combined with additive read noise, is erroneously counted as a positive also increases.
Consider H=0.01, that is, one photoelectron expected for every 100 reads. At 0.20e-r.m.s. read noise, the expected readout count is 0.016, or 60% more than the ideal count. By 0.3e-r.m.s., the expected count rises to 0.056, or a 460% error. At H=0.10, the impact of 0.20e-r.m.s. read noise is negligible, but 0.30e-r.m.s. read noise still leads to a 34% error. The errors in this low quanta exposure range are nearly independent of bit depth because most of the counts are in bin 0, with only a few in bin 1. Higher bins have negligible counts for low quanta exposures.
At higher quanta exposures (H>1) the impact of read noise on count error compared to the ideal QIS response is minimal and the non-linear behavior is as expected.
The experimental device data collected in [7] using a fine-resolution, off-chip ADC was reprocessed to emulate quantization into bins using a coarser ADC. Single-bit, 2-bit and 3-bit depths were emulated. The read noise of the data was estimated to be 0.29e-r.m.s. by the VPM method also described in [6] . The data agrees well with the theory, and in fact it was the divergence from ideal behavior at low quanta exposure levels that motivated some of the analysis in this paper.
The effect of conversion gain variation on the response curves was also modelled. Based on the strong impact of CG variation on a single jot's BER described previously, the expectation was that CG variation would have a significant negative impact on the expected response of an ensemble of jots with CG variation. In fact, the response is hardly measureable, both for low and higher quanta exposure levels, and modelling CG variation as high as 20% gave rise to response curves indistinguishable from those of Fig 6. At low quanta exposure levels most counts are in bin 0 or bin 1. CG variation has little impact on the quantization of signal in this range, just as the case for a single jot with CG variation. At higher quanta exposure levels, any single jot's total count of photoelectrons is proportional to its CG variation. That is, if the CG is 5% higher, the count also increases by approximately 5% as one might expect. However, with a large ensemble, and assuming a normal distribution of CG variation, for each jot that is over counting, there is another jot that is undercounting, and on average their errors cancel.
In Fig. 7 , a histogram of expected counts in different quantizer bins is shown, with each bin corresponding to one electron number, for a quanta exposure H=5. This exposure was chosen just for illustrative purposes. The Poisson probability mass function is shown by the first column and represents the ideal count. Also shown are columns corresponding to read noise of 0.15e-r.m.s. with no CG variation, read noise of 0.30e-r.m.s. with no CG variation, and read noise of 0.30e-r.m.s. with 20% CG variation, respectively. In the latter case, the variation is set high for illustrative purposes, and it is seen that the count is above the Poisson ideal count in lower and higher bins, and below the Poisson ideal level in the central bins. Yet, the total expected photoelectron count ranges between 4.9985 and 5.0002 for each case, despite the very high CG variation and concomitant distortion from the ideal count histogram. This total count accuracy corresponds to the indistinguishable data at H=5 on the 4b QIS curve in Fig. 6 . CG variation will of course give rise to PRNU with jots just as it does with CIS pixels, and in a small patch of uniformly exposed jots, CG variation will give rise to spatial PRNU noise. Unlike CIS pixels though, most image formation algorithms will use a spatial kernel of jots to create an image pixel, so that there will be improved PRNU due to the effective spatial averaging of individual jot responses.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper the effect of read noise, Poisson statistics, gain variation and quanta exposure on photon-counting (or bit) error rates for single-bit and multi-bit QIS devices was investigated. The results are also applicable to all CMOS image sensors with deep sub-electron read noise. Generally, as expected, bit error rate increases for higher read noise (wider peaks in the distribution) and higher conversion gain variation.
Two types of counting errors were considered. The conventional bit error rate is determined from counting false positives in each bin. The Poisson error rate was defined as the error compared to what is expected from Poisson statistics. In this case, false positives can be compensated by false negatives and the Poisson error rate is generally less than the conventional bit error rate. The bin-wise bit-error rate increases for higher electron numbers and for higher conversion gain variation. Both error rates depend on exposure level yielding somewhat complex behavior.
The single-bit QIS is minimally impacted by conversion gain variation as would be expected, since one is only interested in comparisons to a single 0.5e-threshold level. In multi-bit devices, gain variation is reflected in higher bit error rates in higher bin numbers. The science impact of such errors may, in practice, be smaller for higher electron numbers since the percentage error (e.g., 1 out of 14) is smaller, and shot noise also grows with higher electron number. That is, a quantization error between 14e-and 15e-a few percent of the time may be less important in many applications, than say between 1e-and 2e-.
The total count error was also examined and it was found that conversion gain variation, when described by a (symmetric) normal distribution, has little effect on total count error both for low light levels and higher light levels. Read noise also has little effect on total count error for higher light levels, but can cause significant systematic error at low light levels, since false positives from read noise can artificially increase the count. Generally, the read noise needs to be less than 0.15e-r.m.s. at low light levels (0.01<H<1.0) to obtain accurate photoelectron counting. Accurate counting for lower quanta exposure levels (H<0.01) may require even lower read noise.
The accuracy of photon-counting predicted by this work in the presence of read noise and conversion gain variation at higher light levels exceeded the author's expectations at the onset of the investigation. Some effort was required to believe and understand the results of this modeling. Also of surprise was the strong deleterious effect of read noise of just 0.3e-r.m.s. on photon-counting accuracy for very low light levels, counter to prior guidance [16] , [17] , leading to further conviction that accurate photon-counting image sensors require read noise of 0.15e-r.m.s or less [3] .
